


Everything 
you need ...
when you travel with your cigars:
HENK‘s new creation, the cigarbone.
Space for six cigars, your lighter, cutter, scissors and matches.
Perfect humidification with boveda® within the two integrated, removable ci-
gar cases, both designed to store three cigars with a ring gauge of max. 60 and 
a length of max. 19 cm or 16 cm for the RT versions. Lastly, the cigarbone co-
mes with an integrated ashtray. All this with incredibly small measurements: 
20 (17 RT) x 9 x 7,5 cm! 

Typical for HENK, the cigarbone is made of robust and finest materials, such 
as carbon fiber reinforced PTEG, finest leathers of your own choice and solid 
aluminum lids. Also a starter version(without carbon fiber and only one solid 
aluminium lids, non removable inner cigar cases), the Puro nero versions will 
be available from January 2020 starting at 168€.



RT

DeLuxe



Due to its clever interior design, you have an abundance of 
choices to store the industry’s most popular lighters and                  
cutters, as well as scissors and additional matches or an extra  
cigar punch. All accessories are stored within the cigarbone, whi-
le the cigars stay safely secured in their own humidified,  sturdy  
and removable compartments.



The functional design of the cigarbone enables it to be used as a 
cigar bank, while you enjoy a cigar. The lid doubles as an elegant 
solid aluminium ashtray.



The two integrated cigar cases with boveda® humidification are 
easily removable for separate usage.



Thanks to their intelligent layout, you can close the cases with the 
integrated lid, usable for cigars up to a length of 19 (RT ver sions 16) 
cm.



HENK is known for their limitless options for creating bespoke 
masterpieces. The cigarbone is no exception to this philosophy. 
You can choose special leathers in nearly every color, as well as 
lids from exceptionally exclusive materials, such as real gold or 
platinum, branded with your personal logo or monogram.





The Puro nero RT is the cheapest way to own a cigarbone. The 
main body and the upper lid are from solid PTEG. The ashtray 
is made out a block of solid aluminium. The cigars are perfect 
humidified in the inner, non removable cigar cases. The price is 
168€.

The Puro nero  is a 3cm higher version of our entry line. The main 
body and the upper lid are from solid PTEG. The ashtray is made 
out a block of solid aluminium. The cigars are perfect humidified 
in the inner, non removable cigar cases. The price is 198€.

Puro nero RT Puro nero



The DeLuxe cigarbone  is available in two sizes, the RT is for Ro-
busto & Toro sizes up to 16cm length and the standard DeLuxe 
for cigars up to 19cm. The main body and the upper lid are from 
solid carbon reinforced PTEG. The ashtray and the upper lid  are 
made out of block of solid aluminium. The cigars are perfect hu-
midified in the inner, removable cigar cases. 

The DeLuxe versions are available for the beginning in three co-
lors: black, saddle brown and camouflage. In the beginning of 
2020 much more colors will be available. The price is starting 
at 398€. And a couple of bespoke personalisations are available 
such Monogram’s, Logo’s ore different lid colors f.e. in gold or 
gun metal.
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